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Staff Attack and 
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An introduction to our  
Staff Attack System

Alarms can be raised using fixed-point 
panic buttons. For staff on the move, they 
can be raised via portable transmitter 
units. With the press of a button, the 
system will raise an ‘assistance’ call along 
with the location of the incident, ensuring 
a swift response. The user may raise a 
higher level of alarm by tugging the unit 
away from its holder.

Zetsafe Network Switch – for 
added system and fault resilience

When wired in a LAN format, it‘s 
critical that switching devices (through 
which room IP devices are connected) 
are safely designed. In the event of a 
network switch fault, our unique Zetsafe 
emergency call technology would provide 
a secondary communications path to 
maintain maximum possible system 
functionality.

Zetsafe Safety and Efficiency 
Platform – for peace of mind

Since our system is based on circuits that 
are divided into independent segments, 
any rule exceptions to normal operation 
will be immediately detected and will only 
affect the system locally.

Features at a glance

Infrared ceiling receivers  
and triggers:

• Portable triggers – lightweight, 
robust, and discreet

• Provides exact call location
• Different levels of alarm
• Integral battery test facility
• Long-life rechargeable battery
• Non-detachable belt holder

Plus:

• Optional fixed-point panic buttons
• Can be standalone or part  

of general distress system
• Optional disabled persons alarms
• Can link to pagers, sounders, 

graphic displays, CCTV, and ARC
• People and asset location  

with staff attack facility

Suitable applications

• Hospitals, clinics,  
and care homes

• Police stations and  
magistrate courts

• Schools and universities
• Shops and retail centres
• Job centres
• Leisure centres

 
Key advantages:

• Zetsafe network for reliability
• Lightweight and robust triggers
• Different levels of alarm
• Provides exact call location





Staff Attack - for peace of mind

LCD display units – 
status is provided in  
a clear and easy way 

This unit displays the highest 
priority of active call and 
indicates call type, group/
ward, and location. If more 
than one call is active, just 
scroll through the list. 

Fixed-point panic 
buttons – for wall  
and desk mounting 

Fixed-point panic buttons 
can be added. Where police 
response is required, a  
‘double push’ can be used.

Ceiling-mounted  
infrared receivers – 
discreet and reliable 

These units have been 
designed to give excellent 
reception and are suitable for 
almost all environments. An 
integral light indicates that an 
alarm call has been received. 

Logging and tracking 
facility – ideal for 
security managers 

A vital log of events can 
be kept to archive activity. 
When used with PC graphic 
displays and with the portable 
transmitters in attack mode, 
‘tracking’ is enabled.

Feature focus 

Our fully integrated, unobtrusive, portable 
infrared transmitter units have been 
designed to be lightweight and robust.

The trigger unit will also give a 
reassurance signal when the transmitter’s 
test facility button is pressed and battery 
strength is recorded as positive. 

Triggers can be recharged with a charger 
unit if necessary.

Created to suit the curvature of the hand, 
they have large, bright, tactile buttons  
to make operation easy.

Alternative ‘double push’ staff attack 
buttons to satisfy police response 
requirements.

When tugged away to raise an ‘attack’ 
alert, it does not detach from unit and 
remains with person for added safety.



Staff Attack with real time location options

IR/RF badge –  
safe and reliable 

These lightweight portable 
units transmit their location 
in real time to the ceiling 
receivers. The wearer’s  
ID card can be affixed.  
An integrated staff attack 
button is also included. 

Asset location – 
managing material 
resources 

By utilising small, lightweight 
tags affixed to assets, the 
location of equipment is 
constantly updated in real 
time. This information can  
be displayed on a PC with  
our software.

Automatic presence/
mediLog 

Assets, colleagues, and even 
visitors can all be viewed  
and located in real time.

Ceiling-mounted IR  
and RF receivers – 
discreet and accurate 

The receivers are available 
in two types – a short range 
infrared for accurate positioning 
and a longer-range unit for 
more general supervision.

Feature focus 

These dual-technology IR/RF badges 
deliver the benefits of people and asset 
location as well as staff attack in the 
same badge.

Extensive badge battery life to save 
money and enhance security. When idle, 
the interval between signals is longer  
to save battery life.

Unique identification codes mean users 
can be easily identified and safely located 
when necessary.

Badge can be affixed to clothing and 
clients’ existing ID tags can be attached 
to the outside of the unit.

A simple ergonomically designed button 
can be pressed to summon assistance.



Staff Attack  
application

WC application

Consultant’s room

Real-time  
location solutions

Call handling

Integration

PC workstation

Staff Attack and Distress Alarm System

Ethernet cable  
(CAT 6)

Pocket pager

Asset tags

CCTV

Blue strobe sounder

IR/RF ceiling receivers

Pager transmitter

Fire alarm

Cordless phone

Active badges

Pull cord

Staff Attack portable infrared transmitters

4 pair screened  
data cable (0.6 mm)

Software for 
historical analysis

CareComms  
server

Network switch

Mushroom  
push unit

Double-push  
panic button

Door contact



Staff Attack  
application

WC application

Consultant’s room

Real-time  
location solutions

Call handling

Integration

PC workstation

Blue strobe sounder White sounder

RFID cardKeyfob

IR/RF ceiling receivers

Pager transmitter

PSU c/w  
bat. backup

LON bus cable

Emergency  
call display

Overdoor light

Overdoor light

Overdoor light

Input/output modulbe

Pager/DECT interface

Corridor display

Room electronic

Call/reset unit with user ID

Call/reset unit with user ID

Room controller

Infrared Staff Attack ceiling receivers

Network switch IP Gateway

Mushroom  
push unit
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At Johnson Controls, we transform the environments where people live, work, learn and play. From optimizing building performance 
to improving safety and enhancing comfort, we drive the outcomes that matter most. We deliver our promise in industries such as 
healthcare, education, data centers and manufacturing. With a global team of 105,000 experts in more than 150 countries and over 
130 years of innovation, we are the power behind our customers’ mission. Our leading portfolio of building technology and solutions 
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For more information, visit www.johnsoncontrols.co.uk or follow @johnsoncontrols on LinkedIn
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